
Attending in person: Marcus de Aguiar, Mathilde Besson, Laura Burkle, Cecilia Díaz Castelazo, David Hembry, Ulrich Mueller, Erica Newman, Jimmy O’Donnell, Mathias Pires, Justin Yeakel

Tuesday, 12 February
Participants arrive in Knoxville

Marcus, Mathilde, Mathias: 09:58
Jimmy: 17:32
Laura, David, Ulrich, Erica: 19:23
Cecilia: 20:06
Justin: 22:05

Dinner plans not set, but: David will certainly want to go eat something after getting in. Chaiyo Thai closes at 21:00.

Wednesday, 13 February
0800-0900 Breakfast at NIMBioS

0900-0930 Welcome back (Jimmy and David): overview of meeting 4’s priorities
  Goal is to work on #legoproject and #leafcutters projects
  Both projects will have concurrent work time for most of meeting
  Small amount of time available for other projects, depending on how work goes
  Likely to be last meeting for us as a group

0930-1000 #leafcutters update, by Ulrich Mueller and David Hembry

1000-1030 #legoproject update, by Justin Yeakel

1030-1045 Coffee break

1045-1115 General discussion/questions about #legoproject and #leafcutters (as needed)
Anyone is welcome to join either or both projects (which will have concurrent work times)

1115-1200 Very brief updates about #extinctions, #scaling (EcoNetGen), and #abundance_and_degree projects (and others if need be)

1200 Group photo
1200-1300 Lunch (on site)

[Parallel scheduled events occur this afternoon]

1300-1645 [All afternoon]
  Group work time for focus projects in parallel:
- #legopproject manuscript version 1: more in-depth discussion/work on the first version of the project (JY and others)
- #leafcutters (UM, DH, and others)

1500-1515 Coffee break

1645-1700 #legopproject and #leafcutters updates: what was achieved during the afternoon

1700-1730 NIMBioS reception

Thursday, 14 February
0800-0900 Breakfast at NIMBioS

[Parallel scheduled events occur on this day]

0900-1630 [All day] Group/individual work time for:
- #legopproject, spatial extension (aka manuscript 2) (This is flexible.)
- #leafcutters (flexible)

1030-1045 Coffee break

1200-1330 Lunch (on site, Darwin Day Phylum lunch with Brian O’Meara’s lab)

1500-1515 Coffee break

1630-1700 Brief reports on progress made (#leafcutters, #legopproject spatial extension)

Friday, 15 February

[Schedule below is subject to change; coffee break will remain the same]

0800-0900 Breakfast at NIMBioS

0900-1000 Unstructured work time as needed for following:
  #legopproject spatial extension: individual/small group work time
  #leafcutters: individual/small group work time
  #abundance_and_degree: individual/small group work time

1000-1030 Updates from #legopproject, #leafcutters, and any other projects (as necessary)

1030-1045 Coffee break

1045-1200 Discussion of next steps for finishing outstanding WG projects
  Final wrap-up discussion: thoughts, future plans

1200 End of meeting 4
Departures: Justin at 13:50, Laura at 14:13, Jimmy at 15:20, Marcus and Ulrich at 16:30

We have access to the work space until 1700, or alternately, can head back to the hotel
David and/or Erica will pick up rental car

**Saturday, 16 February**

Day trip to Great Smoky Mountains National Park (Mathilde, Cecilia, David, Erica, Mathias)

**Sunday, 17 February**

Morning: unscheduled

Departures: Mathilde, David, Erica, and Mathias at 1630, Cecilia at 1714